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Abstract
Hardware tessellation is de facto the preferred mechanism to adaptively control mesh resolution with maximal performances.
However, owing to its fixed and uniform pattern, leveraging tessellation for feature-aware LOD rendering remains a challenging
problem. We relax this fundamental constraint by introducing a new spatial and temporal blending mechanism of tessellation
levels, which is built on top of a novel hierarchical representation of multi-resolution meshes. This mechanism allows to finely
control topological changes so that vertices can be removed or added at the most appropriate location to preserve geometric
features in a continuous and artifact-free manner. We then show how to extend edge-collapse based decimation methods to
build feature-aware multi-resolution meshes that match the tessellation patterns. Our approach is fully compatible with current
hardware tessellators and only adds a small overhead on memory consumption and tessellation cost.

1. Introduction
For real-time applications, complex geometric models are usually rendered by mean of level-of-details (LOD) [LWC⇤ 02]: input
meshes are adaptively downsampled to satisfy a view-dependent
error criterion. They are iteratively simplified during a preprocessing stage, and stored in a compact representation amenable for fast
LOD rendering. Progressive Meshes [Hop97], and their extensions
to deal with triangle strips [EAV99, SP03], are the most famous
examples of such representations. They allow fine-grain control of
the vertex density, but even parallel GPU implementations [LSH10]
cannot leverage the full power of modern graphics hardware.
Current GPUs expose a dedicated tessellation unit allowing to
amplify the polygonal density of a mesh on the fly. Each input patch
(a triangle or a quad) can be subdivided at an arbitrary and continuous level [Mor01] enabling patch-grain LOD control with smooth
spatial and temporal transitions (Figure 1). In this context, the input geometry is often decomposed into a coarse base mesh and a
displacement map from which the positions of the vertices generated by the tessellation engine are reconstructed [TBB09]. This
decomposition also enables fast animation by applying costly deformations to the coarse mesh only.
Enabling continuous transitions between tessellation levels
while avoiding both popping and swimming artifacts is a recurrent
issue when rendering displaced LOD with hardware tessellation
(Figure 2). Schäfer et al. [SPM⇤ 13] address both issues through
a simple linear blend of the two nearest power-of-two levels, which
discards the benefits of finer-grain patterns (odd, even, etc.) and
fractional tessellation.

A more fundamental issue of hardware tessellation is that
patches are uniformly subdivided according to a predefined pattern.
This is especially problematic with standard scalar displacement
along vertex normals (Figure 2(a)). For a single level, vectorial displacement can mitigate this issue because vertices can be moved to
(almost) arbitrary locations, which is essential to faithfully reproduce features and folds (Figure 2(b)). However, once the vectorial
displacements have been computed for the finest level, vertices cannot be spatially redistributed to construct the coarser ones since the
subdivision mechanism is fixed and uniform. Conversely, if starting from the coarser level, it is not possible to control topologically
where new vertices will be added. This severely limits the ability to
construct feature-aware LOD.
In addressing these problems, this paper makes two main contributions. First, we introduce a novel interpolation scheme between
tessellation levels that enabled controllable custom fractional tessellation while avoiding swimming artifacts. It allows to finely control the location of the topological changes between levels, paving
the way for non-uniform tessellation (Section 3). To support seamless transitions across patches of different levels, we also designed
a custom stitching mechanism. Our method only requires the storage of an additional index per vertex to link vertices form coarse
to fine levels. Following Schäfer et al. [SPM⇤ 13], these indices and
displacements are stored as vertex attributes in a compact 1D array providing the necessary bijective mapping between the generated vertices and their attributes, while saving graphics memory
and avoiding cracks at texture atlas boundaries.
To exploit the flexibility introduced by our representation, our
second contribution is a feature-preserving mesh simplification algorithm. Starting from a base mesh tessellated and displaced at the
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to be assigned to shared boundaries to obtain a watertight adaptive
tessellation. With the integer tessellation scheme, this factor defines
the number of segments of a tessellated boundary. Current GPUs
support any integer factor in the [1, 64] range.

Figure 1: Fractional tessellation patterns at factors 6, 4.9 and 4.
Colored lines highlight the three strips which are collapsed/split
during the transition.

To enable continuous LOD transitions, Moreton [Mor01] also
presents an even and odd fractional tessellation scheme: factors
are defined on a continuous scale and match integer tessellation
for even or odd numbers respectively. For instance, as depicted in
Figure 1, a smooth transition from a coarse to a fine even factor
is achieved by splitting one strip in each parametric direction and
smoothly sliding the vertices until they reach their next integer position. Conversely, a transition from a fine to a coarse integer factor
is accomplished by gradually collapsing pairs of vertices. This fractional tessellation scheme is very effective at removing popping artifact when adaptively evaluating subdivision surface [NLMD12].

2.2. Displacement mapping with GPU tessellation
Figure 2: Schematic comparison of scalar (a) and vectorial (b) displacement mapping for the same geometry (gray curve) at two successive integer levels (in red) and a fractional level (in blue). Vectorial displacement better represents the input signal, and enables
folds. Yet both approaches suffer from swimming artifacts when the
pattern continuously changes with fractional tessellation (middle
column); the surface appears to fluctuate due to the undersampling
of the displacement map.

finest level, our algorithm progressively decimates the mesh while
matching the hardware tessellation pattern at successive levels. Indeed, even though we are able to control the location of topological
changes between levels, the mesh connectivity of each level still
has to match the tessellation pattern. This introduces hard and difficult constraints on the generation of the levels. In particular, we
show that among all the topological simplification possibilities, a
large number of them can be explored by extending the notion of
edge-collapse to the contraction of entire and consistent strips of
edges. Optimizing these strips according to some geometric error
metric, we devise a very efficient, yet simple simplification algorithm as detailed in Section 4.
2. Related work
We first provide a brief introduction on modern GPU tessellation (for a comprehensive survey of past and present techniques
see [SKU08, NKF⇤ 15]), and then discuss recent methods that apply displacement mapping in this context.
2.1. Background on hardware tessellation
Hardware tessellation is based on a uniform subdivision pattern of
input triangular or quadrangular patches [Mor01]. Each patch can
be tessellated at a different tessellation factor, and independent factors can be chosen for patch boundaries. Yet a common factor needs

As discussed in many previous work [NKF⇤ 15], fractional tessellation introduces swimming artifacts when displacement mapping
is applied. The generated vertices are progressively sliding in parametric space. Consequently they sample the displacement map at
different locations in time, which produces undulations of the final
surface as depicted in Figure 2.
Nießner et al. [NL13] address this issue by representing the displacements as a scalar-valued biquadratic B-spline surface over a
Catmull-Clark subdivision surface. Such analytic displacements reduce swimming artifacts by avoiding undersampling of the displacement map, as well as texture seams and normal recomputation. However this approach is restricted to subdivision surfaces
and scalar displacements; it cannot represent sharp edges, and LOD
transitions are limited to simple mip-mapping which cannot completely avoid swimming as explained by Schäfer et al. [SPM⇤ 13].
As mentioned in the introduction, a more radical approach consists in disabling fractional tessellation and implementing some
kind of tri-linear interpolation of the displacements across the levels [SPM⇤ 13]. However, this strategy is limited to uniform subdivision scheme and power-of-two levels.
To improve on the uniformity of hardware tessellation, Liktor
et al. [LPD14] present a GPU Reyes-style subdivision technique
that gradually generates fractional sub-patches according to some
LOD metric. Those sub-patches can then be diced using regular
fractional hardware tessellation, thus allowing continuous adaptive
tessellation beyond GPU limits.
Jang and Han [JH12, JH13] propose two methods to generate feature-aware vector displacement maps. The first one
reparametrizes the detailed mesh to take into account sharp features during sampling. The second method achieves curvaturebased sampling using an indirect scalar displacement map. In both
cases the gain is limited to the finest level of tessellation; subsequent levels are sampled with the fixed uniform tessellation pattern.
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3. Controllable fractional tessellation
In this section, we present our flexible LOD blending scheme,
which extends the GPU fractional tessellation in two ways. First,
it avoids swimming artifacts by applying fractional interpolation on
the displaced surface rather than in the parametric domain. Second,
during the transition between two levels, any vertex of the fine level
can be smoothly introduced from any nearby vertex of the coarse
one. In contrast to standard fractional tessellation, this relationship
needs to be explicitly stored, as described in Section 3.1. Furthermore, our approach completely by-passes both the fractional and
adaptive tessellation mechanisms built in the GPU: it makes only
use of integer tessellation with equal factors for patch interior and
boundaries. Both mechanisms are reintroduced in a custom and
controllable manner, as detailed in Section 3.2 and Section 3.3 respectively.
For the sake of clarity, from now on we focus on triangular
meshes, yet our entire framework can easily be extended to process quadrilateral patches, as discussed in Section 6.
3.1. Representation and storage
Our approach is based on a hierarchical representation of the LODs
that is stored using Schäfer et al.’s linear indexing [SPM⇤ 13]. The
key idea of this method is to pre-compute and store directly with
the mesh the vertex attributes (colors, normals, displacements) for
all vertices generated by the tessellation. Compared to texture storage, cracks are avoided and memory can be saved since optimal
sampling rate can be adaptively specified on a per triangle basis.
Yet, to fetch these attributes during the rendering step, a unique index is required to identify each vertex. Current GPUs do not expose
such an index, Schäfer et al. showed that it can be inferred from the
patch index and the fractional barycentric coordinates of the generated vertices. Within a given patch of index i p at a level l, each
generated vertex is identified by a unique index iv 2 [0, N(l)[, where
N(l) is the number of vertices per patch at level l. Any vertex of the
whole tessellated mesh can thus be uniquely identified through the
triplet (l, i p , iv ).
In our work, this indexing serves two purposes. First, it permits
to precisely assign any attribute (e.g., the displacement vectors) to
the generated vertices by compactly storing them into a global 1D
array. In our implementation, this linearization follows the lexicographic order of the triplet.
Second, this index is used to establish the relationship between
vertices of adjacent levels, as needed to customize fractional tessellation. Namely, each vertex V = (l + 1, i p , iv ) is associated to a
parent vertex V 0 = (l, i p , i0v ) of the coarser level by storing its index
i0v as an additional attribute, that we call the blending index. This
leads to a hierarchical representation of the LOD depicted in Figure 3 defining how vertices should be interpolated during a transition from level l to the next level l + 1, as detailed in the next
subsection.
3.2. Continuous LOD
Our hierarchical representation is directly amenable for fractionallike tessellation. For the sake of simplicity, let us consider a single

level l

level l+1

level l+α

Figure 3: Transition between two successive levels l and l + 1. At
the intermediate level l + a, the vertex positions are obtained by
linear interpolation between their parent positions at level l and
their final positions at level l + 1. The top-left figure depicts the
respective hierarchical representation for the thicker subset of triangles.
patch. To interpolate between two subsequent levels l and l + 1 at a
fraction a 2]0, 1], the idea is to smoothly move each vertex of level
l + 1 towards its parent vertex of the coarser level l as a vanishes.
This behavior is depicted in Figure 3. More precisely, a patch at a
fractional level l + a is first instantiated at the factor of the level
l + 1 through integer hardware tessellation. Then, for each generated vertex, its own and parent attributes are fetched and linearly
interpolated according to the parameter a. However, in order to
avoid swimming artifacts, we do not directly interpolate displacement attributes. Instead, we interpolate the object space positions
pi and pi0 of the current vertex i and parent vertex i0 respectively.
Unlike pi which is easily computed, pi0 is more challenging to
obtain as we do not have direct access to its barycentric coordinates.
Recovering them from the blending index i0 would involve numerous prohibitive integer divisions and modulo. Thus, since the tessellation patterns are fixed, we propose to simply precompute and
store them once and for all, at every needed tessellation factor. This
array requires only 4291 entries in total for power-of-two factors,
which is very lightweight and does not impact performance.
This representation and blending scheme are very versatile but,
since the tessellation pattern of each level is fixed, the hierarchy defined by the blending indices must satisfy some constraints. First,
when a vanishes, the degenerated pattern of the higher level l + 1
must exactly match the pattern of the coarser level l. This hard constraint forces the intermediate levels to match even or odd tessellation factors. In practice storing the displacement attributes for all
even or odd factors would be too expensive anyway, and we thus
store and interpolate between power-of-two levels only. (For the
sake of clarity, some of the illustrations of this paper have been
made using even-levels though.) To prevent dependencies across
adjacent patches, we also forbid vertices of a given patch to be
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Figure 4: Transition of a patch-border from factor 6 to 4 while
the interior factor remains constant at 6. (a) The hardware tessellator wants to contract the orange strip to obtained the pattern
in (b). Our simplification algorithm decided to collapse the purple
strip, which implies the blending depicted in (c) with blue arrows.
This works as long as the integer boundary factor is 6, but once
it changes to 4, the blue edges are flipped to produce the red ones
(d). To solve this problem, we set the integer boundary factor at the
patch factor (i.e., 6 instead of 4); (e) we conceptually put boundary vertices at their parent position to reach factor 4 (blue arrows),
and (f) we apply our blending mechanism with the grand-parent to
achieve 3.8 fractional tessellation (green arrows).
paired with vertices of a different one, which explains why storing the in-patch vertex index i0v as blending index is sufficient. As
a consequence, vertices generated along patch-borders can only be
parented with analogous vertices. Finally, to prevent swimming artifacts during morphing, vertices should be paired to geometrically
close ones. All these constraints have to be considered during the
LOD generation as described in Section 4.
3.3. Adaptive LOD
For each patch, tessellation factors are first defined for its borders
using some metric (see Section 5.1 for details), and then its interior factor is set to the maximum of those. Adjacent patches can be
tessellated at different resolutions, so we need to define how they
can be seamlessly connected. A naive approach would be to assign
a common tessellation factor to the shared patch-borders, and let
the hardware tessellator connects the interior vertices and boundary
vertices for us. As illustrated in Figure 4(a-d), since we do not necessarily pair boundary vertices in the same way the tessellator does,
edges connecting the interior with the boundary can suddenly flip.
This not only introduces popping artifacts, but more importantly it
creates invalid geometry in saddle-like area as shown in Figure 5.
Our solution still defines a common fractional factor for the
shared patch-borders, but we accomplish the stitching manually
using our hierarchical representation as illustrated in Figure 4(ef). Patch boundaries are subdivided at the same rate than the patch
interior, thus completely bypassing the hardware adaptive tessellation. Let us assume that the current patch boundary is subdivided
at level l + 1, and that the target fractional level for the boundary

Figure 5: Adaptive LOD along patch-borders. Left: with our LOD
representation, the hardware adaptive tessellation produces invalid
geometry along patch boundaries (in red) whose level differs from
the interior level. Right: our manual stitching technique solves this
problem with a negligible overhead.
is l 1 + b. To reach this fractional level, we apply the blending
scheme presented in the previous section between the parent and
grand-parent of each boundary vertex. This mechanism can be applied recursively to handle resolution differences of more than one
levels, even though this is very unlikely to happen especially when
using power-of-two levels.
Interior vertices may have ancestors that lie on a patch boundary, hence having a different tessellation factor. Let us assume that
the fractional levels of the patch interior and border are l + a,
and l 1 + b respectively. If b > 1 then the actual integer subdivision levels for both the interior and border are the same. Such
a vertex will be positioned at a ratio a between its initial position pi and its parent position pi0 , which is the desired behavior. However, as soon as b becomes smaller than one, the
previous mechanism will suddenly put this vertex on the patchborder at a position pb corresponding to the ratio b between
its two subsequent ancestors (pi0 and pi00 in the figure below).
Instead, to avoid popping artifacts, such
pi
a vertex must be progressively moved
towards the patch border. This is eas1−β
β
ily accomplished by computing its acp
pi '
p
i
'
'
β
tual position as the ratio a between its
initial position pi and target position pb (leading to red point).
α

[6]

α

[6]

1−

[6]

4. Strip-based mesh simplification
In this section we present our feature-aware simplification algorithm that computes the final position of the vertices at every level,
and the blending indices required to smoothly transition between
those. Our general objective is to distribute the vertices of each level
to best represent the most significant features of the input geometry. Whereas this is a well studied topic in the literature [BKP⇤ 10],
our context implies two specific problems. First, at each level, the
simplified geometry must coincide with the predefined tessellation
pattern. Second, as seen in Section 3.2, we need to find a continuous
mapping between two subsequent levels which guarantees that the
collapsed topology of the mesh at level l + 1 matches the topology
at level l when the transition starts.
The first problem could be addressed by applying surface fitting methods [KVL99, YLSL11, NYL14] on each level. However, finding a consistent match between the levels as requested
by the second criterion would then be extremely difficult, and
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Algorithm 1 Strip-based mesh simplification
1: Input: tessellated coarse mesh at factor fmax
2: for factor f = lmax /2 to lmin do
3:
for each patch corner do
4:
find the strip minimizing the error metric
5:
contact the edges of the strip
6:
if f = 2l then
. desired tessellation level
7:
store displacements for level l
8:
store blending indices for level l + 1
9:
end if
10:
f
f 2
11:
end for
12: end for

even impossible without adding explicit dependencies between the
levels during their optimization. In contrast, this second problem is naturally overcome using iterative mesh decimation algorithms [Hop96, GH97, LT98] as the matching can be directly established during edge-collapse. But then, it becomes extremely difficult to make the decimation process converge to a predefined mesh
connectivity.
Actually, for both approaches, the core of the problem can be reduced into the problem of deciding whether a given graph is a minor of another, which is NP-complete. If the given graph is fixed,
it can be solved in polynomial time [KKR12], yet with a constant
that depends super-exponentially on the size of the graph. This is
intractable in the general case, but we are not dealing with arbitrary
graphs and we know at least one solution: the default transition of
the hardware tessellation engine (Figure 1). We show in the following how to construct many others.
We also argue that both problems need to be solved at the same
time, and we extend edge-collapse decimation algorithms to a stripbased flavor which produces at every step a mesh compatible with
hardware tessellation.
4.1. Algorithm overview
Our simplification procedure is sketched in Algorithm 1. We assume as input a mesh defined as a set of triangular patches tessellated at the maximum even factor fmax and matching the hardware tessellation pattern. Then, the next even factor f = fmax 2
is constructed by collapsing a set of adequate strips of edges that
minimizes a given geometric error. We properly defines the set of
feasible contractions in Section 4.2, and we show how to quickly
explore it to find the best contractions in Section 4.3. If the current
factor f corresponds to a desired power-of-two level l (i.e., f = 2l ),
then the displacements for the current level l are stored as well as
the blending indices for the child level l + 1. The ring-based simplification is repeated until the coarser level lmin is reached.
4.2. Feasible contractions
For triangular patches, the default transition of the tessellation engine consists in collapsing three “straight” strips as shown in Figure 1. We extend this notion of strip to give more flexibility to
the transitions. To effectively pass from the tessellation factor f to

Figure 6: (a) A strip (in green) is a continuous list of edges joining two “opposite” half-patch-borders (thick purple and orange
lines). (b) Unfolding the patch into a uniform grid, a strip can be
seen as a path in the DAG constructed over the patch edges. (c)
This implicit graph can be easily traversed walking on a half-edge
data structure. (d) Strips extend to x-strips when they crosses multiple patches since they have to be connected on patch boundaries.
Closed x-strips form rings (in red).
f 2, we first observe that 3 f edges need to be collapsed, including
two edge-collapses per patch boundary. To preserve the regularity
of the pattern, pairs of collapsed boundary edges have to be connected through strips of collapsed edges, with one strip per patch
boundary. To make the definition of such strips tractable, we restrict them to have equal length and to connect a pair of “opposite”
half patch boundaries. In other words, each patch boundary is associated to one strip of f + 1 graph nodes connecting half-parts of its
two adjacent patch boundaries. An example is given in Figure 6(a).
For a given boundary, its set of possible associated strips is easily
defined after a reparametrization of the triangle such that its vertices lie on a uniform grid with the boundary and half-boundaries
aligned on the vertical and horizontal axes respectively, as depicted
in Figure 6(b). Since the length of a strip is fixed, the only possibility is to perform one edge-collapse per horizontal direction. Each
horizontal edge being connected by two adjacent triangles, this operation produces a continuous strip, with the additional requirement
that collapsed edges form a continuous strip.
The set of possible strips going from one half-boundary to the
opposite one are best defined as a directed acyclic graph (DAG)
whose nodes are the edges of the mesh. In this dual representation, one strip corresponds to one path from a half-boundary to
another. In practice, this graph does not have to be explicitly constructed. As illustrated in Figure 6(c), using an half-edge data structure, a given node h has at most two children that are reached using
the following operator compositions: op(next(op(prev(h)))) and
op(prev(op(next(h)))). If the intermediate edge reached by prev(h)
or next(h) is a patch-border, then the respective child does not exist.
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4.3. Strip collapse
Our LOD simplification algorithm consists in finding the strips that
minimize some feature-preserving error metric. We define the error
of a strip as the sum of the error of each edge-collapse for which
we use the classic Quadric Error Metric [GH97] for simplicity, but
any alternative metric could be chosen.
Usually the coarse mesh is composed of several adjacent patches
and we need to ensure the coherence between them. As illustrated
in Figure 6(d), strips ending along the same half-patch-border must
be connected, or cracks will appear. This creates extended-strips
(x-strips) that must be considered as a whole during the error minimization. Each x-strip can be associated to a unique vertex of the
coarse mesh, and vice versa. Its length is then proportional to the
valence of the coarse mesh vertex. If the vertex does not lie on an
open boundary, then the x-strip forms a closed ring (e.g., the red
line in Figure 6(d)).
Using the aforementioned dual representation of the feasible
strips, finding the best x-strip associated to a given vertex of the
coarse mesh boils down to a shortest path search. For a closed xstrip, the ending node must coincide with the starting node. In this
case, we pick one arbitrary patch boundary and run a shortest path
algorithm for each of the f /2 possible starting/ending nodes lying
on the corresponding half-patch-border. Since we are dealing with
a directed acyclic graph, each search is efficiently accomplished using a variant of Dijkstra algorithm with linear complexity [CLR90].
For an open x-strip, both starting and ending nodes can be freely
chosen. This case can be solved in a single pass by connecting all
starting and ending nodes to two virtual nodes, and computing the
shortest path between those using the same Dijkstra variant.
Once an optimal x-strip has been found, each of its edges is collapsed to a single vertex positioned at the minimum of the error
metric. Contrary to Garland and Heckbert [GH97], we force the optimal position to be on the edge under contraction. It allows linear
interpolation of the attributes, which reduces distortions of texture
coordinates, and avoids artifacts at texture atlas seems. In addition,
this constraint prevents triangle flips or folds that cannot be solved
as a post-process by edge-flip due to the fixed tessellation pattern.
In Figure 7 we compare our approach with regular uniform hardware tessellation and a variant of our strip-based decimation algorithm which is constrained to choose the straight strips of the tessellation pattern. At every level, our approach better represents the
features of the input geometry by simplifying flat areas while preserving regions of higher curvature, such as the top of the “crater”.
There are fundamental differences between our strip-based simplification algorithm and classical edge-collapse decimation. The
later contracts one edge after the other, selecting the one with the
largest error every time. After each collapse, the error of surrounding edges must be recomputed, and a partially sorted list of edges
must be updated. In our case, edges defining a strip have no shared
vertices: edges can thus be collapsed in an arbitrary order, and the
errors do not have to be recomputed while searching for the optimal
x-strip. The error of surrounding edges only needs to be updated after a full x-strip has been contracted. Furthermore, the three strips
of a patch travel in a different direction of contraction, and each
strip crosses the two others only once. Consequently the influence

Uniform hardware
tessellation

Strip-collapse
with fixed pattern

(our method)
Strip-collapse
error minimization

Figure 7: Starting from the same 8 patches and displacement
map, comparison of the LOD representation generated by three
approaches for the factors 32, 16, 8 and 4 (from top to bottom).
Left: Uniform hardware tessellation. Middle: Mesh decimation
constrained to choose the same strips as the tessellation pattern.
Right: Our method, i.e., mesh decimation collapsing the strips that
minimize an error metric. For each level, our approach better preserves the input geometry by spatially redistributing the polygonal
size and density.
between strips is marginal, and the order in which strips are selected and collapsed has a minor impact on the final result. In our
implementation, x-strips are thus processed in an arbitrary order.
5. Implementation and Results
5.1. Implementation details
Our rendering pipeline follows as closely as possible the standard
hardware tessellation steps. The tessellation factors are computed
using the heuristic employed by Schäfer et al. [SPM⇤ 13]. During
a preprocessing step, we compute and store for each patch at each
level its Hausdorff distance to the input detailed mesh. Then, when
rendering the mesh, the patch-border tessellation factors are chosen such that the screen-space Hausdorff distance in pixel matches
a user define target. The interior tessellation factor is then defined
as the maximum of those. To enable deformations of the base mesh,
we store the displacement vectors in tangent space. Patch corners
are animated in the vertex shader and their local tangent frames are
interpolated after tessellation to compute final world space positions. The shading is computed per-fragment using an anti-aliased
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(a) Toad army

mesh
Toad army

(b) Alpine terrain

method

HwTess
FSCwSB
ours
Alpine terrain HwTess
(16 ⇥ 2048 patches) FSCwSB
ours
Snowdrifts
HwTess
(400 ⇥ 8 patches)
FSCwSB
ours
(400 ⇥ 266 patches)

(c) Snowdrifts

eq. triangles
eq. static quality
# tri (M) time (ms) # tri (M) time (ms)
4.2
16.6
9.1
6.02
4.44
10.6
6.6
4.3
4.6
3.67
2.04
3.45
2.1
3.4
2.26
3.52
2.36
2.17
2.37
1.77
1.04
3.17
1.8
1.4
1.09
3.5
2.07
1.07
1.2
1.08

Table 1: Performance comparison of our method with uniform
hardware tessellation (HwTess), and FSCwSB method standing for
Fixed Strip Collapse with Schäfer et al. [SPM⇤ 13] Blending mechanism. The three bench scenes are: (a) instancing of 400 “Toad”
meshes, (b) instancing of 16 “Alpine terrain” (each being represented as 32 by 32 patch grid), and (c), instancing of 400 “Snowdrifts” meshes. Comparisons are conducted for both equal number of rendered triangles, and same visual quality on a static image. Performances recorded on a Intel i7-4790K @ 4.00GHz with
a Nvidia Geforce 980 GTX; window resolution of 1920 ⇥ 1140 px.
normal map [Tok04] and, optionally, a color texture. Since our simplification algorithm repositions all the vertices at each level, interpolating texture coordinates from the patch corner would produce
sliding artifacts. We avoid those by storing the UVs as additional
vertex attributes which are pre-computed during edge-collapses,
and interpolated across levels at rendering time.
5.2. Memory consumption and performances
Regardless of the LOD rendering technique, the 3D positions of
the detailed mesh (i.e., at level 64) and of the intermediate LODs
need to be stored. As motivated in [SPM⇤ 13], storing those into 2D
mip-mapped textures is not optimal due to empty regions in texture atlases, and the need for oversampling to guarantee an accurate
mapping. In contrast, storing them per vertex is memory optimal.
The memory overhead of our approach comes from one integer index per vertex for the blending, and two UV-coordinates to apply
textures. In our prototype implementation, each scalar attribute is
simply stored as a 32 bits float or integer value, leading to a total of
24 Bytes per vertex. Neglecting per-patch attributes, this implies a
cost of about 36 ⇥ N bytes to store the N vertices of the detailed and
intermediate power-of-two levels. Our approach thus remains very
memory efficient since simply storing the detailed textured mesh as
a traditional indexed-triangle-list without LOD would already requires 44 ⇥ N bytes, and previous progressive LOD rendering systems based on vertex-splits require at least 69 ⇥ N bytes [LSH10].
Moreover, in a production implementation, these numbers can be
greatly reduced as discussed in Section 6. Overall, the Toad and

Alpine terrain models shown in Table 1 require 28MB and 211MB
respectively to store all power-of-two LODs up to factor 64, the
maximum tessellation factor supported by current GPUs.
Table 1 compares the performance of our approach to both standard displacement mapping (denoted HwTess) and to an optimized
variant of Schäfer et al. [SPM⇤ 13] trilinear interpolation scheme,
denoted FSCwSB. In this variant, we use our strip collapse LOD
construction restricted to the fixed tessellation pattern (as in Figure 7, middle), and we optimize the LOD blending stage by observing that when using power-of-two levels (as required for displacement maps), the bilinear blend performed within the coarse
level is equivalent to a single linear blend along an edge, hence
reducing the number of memory fetches from five to three. When
targeting the same number of rendered triangles (Table 1, middle
columns), our custom blending exhibits a marginal overhead compared to HwTess, while being slightly more lightweight than the
optimized FSCwSB variant because, for most vertices, our method
only needs to perform two memory fetches instead of three. When
targeting approximately the same visual quality on a static image
(Table 1, right columns), our approach considerably reduces the
number of generated triangles, producing up to a ⇥2 speed-up.
We emphasize that in such comparisons, unlike our method and
FSCwSB, the HwTess method will still exhibit temporal artifacts as
seen in the accompanying video. This table also reveals that even
though each level of the FSCwSB variant exhibits a lower error
than HwTess, this gain is not always enough to compensate for
the more gradual transition levels of even-fractional-tessellation.
This explains why FSCwSB generates sometimes more triangles
than HwTess for the same static image quality, whereas our approach constantly produces fewer triangles even for the Alpine terrain model which exhibits large flat areas.
5.3. Qualitative comparisons
The quality of our generated LODs and its superiority to both standard displacement maps and strip-collapse algorithm constrained
to follow the fixed tessellation patterns have already been demonstrated in Figure 7. Even though the later variant slightly improves
upon displacement maps by repositioning the vertices of the coarser
level according to the quadratic error metric, this figure shows that
most of the gains of our approach actually come from its nonuniformity in choosing optimal strips. Figure 8 shows a more complicated example with folds and sharp edges. Even at the factor 32,
standard tessellation introduces strong oscillations in the concave
region of the drifts. Those become prominently visible at factor
16, even with a normal-map-based shading. At level 16, sharp features are already significantly degraded by the uniform sampling of
the displacement map, whereas our approach manages to properly
align triangle edges with sharp features. As a result, our approach
remains very close to the reference image, even at a factor 8 for
which 98.5% of the vertices have been removed.
Figure 9 further shows that these well-represented features remain very stable during the continuous transition between LODs.
It also illustrates that, when transitioning between two subsequent
levels with power-of-two tessellation, we obtain a very different
behavior than standard fractional tessellation as many more strips
split or collapse simultaneously.
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Level 32

Level 16

Level 8

Uniform hw. tess.

Our method
Figure 8: Comparison on the “Snowdrifts” test scene (8 patches). Uniform hardware tessellation (top) fails at representing accurately sharp
features and areas of high curvature, such as the top and deep part of the drifts, which produces tessellation artifacts. Our method (bottom)
better preserves those regions by adapting the triangle size and aligning their edges with those features.

Figure 9: Zoom-out sequence generated by our controllable fractional tessellation. Observe how the sharp features are well preserved during
the continuous simplification. The bottom patch transitions from integer factors 32 to 16, whereas the top patch stays at an integer factor 16
but nearly approaches the next power-of-two factor 8 at the last frame.
Figures 10 and 11 provide comparisons on larger scale models with view-dependent continuous and adaptive LOD enabled.
In both cases, triangle edges are better aligned with features thus
avoiding distorted sharp edges and shading artifacts produced by
invalid geometry.
The stability of our continuous blending is demonstrated in the
accompanying video, which shows progressive zooms and flightovers for the different scenes used in this paper. In particular, it can
be seen that swimming artifacts are fully avoided by our fractional
tessellation mechanism.
Finally, Figure 12 compares the LODs produced on a difficult
model exhibiting extreme folds. Our method still outperforms uniform tessellation; our levels 16 and 8 have similar quality than
uniform levels 32 and 16 respectively. Yet we can observe that
our generated triangulation is not fully optimal in certain locations. This is partly explained by the use of a uniform sampling
for generating the finest level. This helped us to make fair comparisons to other methods, but we believe that our method could
generate more accurate LODs by starting from a better initial solution, for instance by adopting one of the existing surface fitting
techniques [KVL99, YLSL11, NYL14]. Better LODs could also be

achieved by adopting a more sophisticated heuristic to reposition
the vertices, for instance, by applying relaxation steps as in the
aforementioned fitting methods.
6. Discussions and extensions
Quad tessellation Our framework can easily handle quadrilateral
patches, provided that quad interiors are tessellated at the same
level in each direction. The computation of indexes as described
in Section 3.1 can be considerably simplified since the generated
vertices lie on a regular lattice. The main difference concerns the
x-strips as defined in Section 4.3: they are usually much longer and
can even exhibit some self-intersections. This has no impact neither
on our algorithm nor on its performance because finding an optimal
x-strip is linear with respect to its length. Only Algorithm 1 must be
slightly modified. Instead of processing the x-strips on a per patch
corner basis, we pick a half-boundary that has not been reduced yet
and find the optimal x-strip passing through it; we iterate until all
half-boundaries have been reduced.
On quad meshes, x-strips are very similar to the poly-chord
structure of Daniels et al. [DSSC08], yet with a fundamental difference: a given edge yields a unique poly-chord loop whereas, in
our case, we deal with a binary graph with bounded width.
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Feasible contractions In order to make the set of feasible contractions easily tractable, we made a few restrictions in Section 4.2.
As a result, our algorithm ignores a few possible contractions that
could potentially lead to even more accurate LODs.
Compressed storage Our storage requirement could be significantly reduced in two ways. First, the blending indices can be
stored as 12 bits integers for tessellation factors up to 64 (which
is the limit of current GPUs), and the texture coordinates could
be heavily compressed by expressing them relatively to the interpolated patch UVs, for instance using 16 bits fixed-point precision
scalars. Likewise, displacement vectors could likely be compressed
the same way without impact on the visual quality. Second, by using a more advanced view-dependent error metric, one could limit
the maximum tessellation factor on a per patch basis, similarly to
the work of Schäfer et al. [SPM⇤ 13], thus saving the finer level
storage for patches of lower geometric complexity.
Animation Vector displacement mapping may produce artifacts
(e.g., self-intersections, folds) after animation of the base mesh.
Since our method tends to create large displacements when repositioning vertices during simplification, it suffers from the same
limitation. It could be alleviated using the indirect scalar mapping
technique of Jang and Han [JH13], but converting arbitrary vector
displacements into this representation is a not trivial.
Static meshes We presented and evaluated our method in the general context of an animated coarse mesh. However, if the deforma-

(b) Our method

Figure 10: Left: Image crops and Right: close-up views (same tessellation but different viewpoint) on the “Toad army” of Table 1(a).
Uniform hardware tessellation (top) degrades or misses major geometric features of the displacement map, such as the shoulder
crest and the sculpted stump, whereas our LOD mechanism (bottom) represents and simplifies them faithfully.

(a) Uniform hw. tess.

Figure 11: Left & Middle: Image crops and Right: close-up views
on the “Alpine terrain” of Table 1(b). As highlighted in red,
uniform hardware tessellation (a) suffers from sampling artifacts
along the discontinuities of the displacement map. Our method (b)
significantly improves their depiction by increasing the polygonal
density in these areas and aligning edges of the tessellation with
those features.

Figure 12: Level of details generated by uniform tessellation (a)
and our method (b) on a difficult model with extreme folds. From
left to right, factors 32, 16, and 8.

tion is applied to the tessellated mesh, or if the mesh is static, then
instead of storing displacement vectors in tangent space, a faster
approach consists in directly storing the final object space positions. This not only saves some computation when applying the
displacement vectors, but also avoids the need to store or recover
the barycentric coordinates of the ancestors (Section 3.2).
Power-of-two levels Similarly to Schäfer et al.’s method
[SPM⇤ 13] for swimming-free displacement mapping, the main
limitation of our approach is its practical restriction to power-oftwo levels. Even though our approach can handle a finer granular-
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ity up to even-levels, the memory required to store all the levels
becomes prohibitively expensive. For power-of-two levels, the required memory is approximatively doubled compared to the original mesh, whereas it is squared in the case of even-levels. We argue
that this limitation is largely compensated by LODs of much higher
geometric quality allowing to use lower tessellation factors for the
same visual quality.

[Hop97] H OPPE H.: View-dependent refinement of progressive meshes.
In Proceedings of ACM SIGGRAPH ’97 (1997), pp. 189–198. 1

In addition, the transition between two even-factor levels is very
unlikely to reduce the visual error unless all the vertices are slightly
redistributed. Yet, in this case, temporal artifacts will be reintroduced since all vertices will constantly and very rapidly move back
and forth. On the other hand, we agree that even-factor levels are
very useful when over-tessellating the mesh such that the projected
tessellated triangles are below one pixel: swimming artifacts are
effectively avoided, but at a prohibitive rendering cost.

[KKR12] K AWARABAYASHI K.- I ., KOBAYASHI Y., R EED B.: The disjoint paths problem in quadratic time. Journal of Combinatorial Theory,
Series B 102, 2 (2012), 424–435. 5

7. Conclusions
We proposed a general framework for the construction and rendering of non-uniform LODs suitable for hardware tessellation.
Its key component is a novel hierarchical representation of multiresolution meshes that allows us to finely control the topological
locations of vertex splits and merges. We thus managed to relax
the regularity of fractional tessellation, while retaining the efficiency of the respective GPU’s units. Within our framework, we
presented a dedicated mesh decimation scheme that can be driven
by any edge-based error metric. In particular, by applying it with a
feature-preserving geometric error, we leveraged for the first time
hardware tessellation for feature-aware LOD rendering of meshes.
Our framework opens the door to many opportunities for improvement, and could benefit from more specific and advanced metrics
for decimation and LOD selection.
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